JOIN US ONLINE*
FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR HOME

Early bird registration: April 30 – May 25, 2021

Grab the benefits:

11 interactive edutainment courses to choose from
A 3-credit program for each course
Early bird price IDR 1,200,000 (Petra), IDR 1,500,000 (local)
around USD 120 (int'l)
Shape your creative analytical thinking through culture learning

@ psp.admin@petra.ac.id

https://psp.petra.ac.id/

* online real-time classes (GMT+7)

——–

Petra Summer Program 2021

INDONESIA | JULY 9 - AUGUST 6, 2021

Digital Storytelling and Asian Folktales

Learning culture through storytelling would be the coolest thing to do.
Imagine yourself sharing the amazing Asian folklores with the world, get your creative self to speak out through digital storytelling and podcast.

REGISTER HERE
Architecture and Conservation

Get a closer look at architecture and conservation best practices on architectural heritage in Asia and Indonesia. Let’s explore UNESCO’s World Cultural and Natural Heritage initiatives.

REGISTER HERE

Special Program for Industrial Challenge and Exposure (SPICE)

Understand the basic concept of Supply Chain Management through an engaging award-winning business game simulation. Challenge your business skills by formulating problems, analyzing data to make a good supply chain strategy to win this game competition.

REGISTER HERE

explorin GLOBAL
goin coming up

Home, Memory and Covid
Indonesian Language & Culture (ILC)
Architecture and Film
Indonesian Culinary Arts (ICA)
Renewable Energy Development in Indonesia
The Art of Worship Through Dancing
Bamboo Gridshell Computational Design
Indonesian Tourism Campaign (ITC)

HTTPS://PSP.PETRA.AC.ID/